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PSEUDOCONVEX DOMAINS WITH SMOOTH BOUNDARY IN PROJECTIVE SPACES
NESSIM SIBONY
ABSTRACT. Given a pseudoconvex domain U with C 1-boundary in Pn, n ě 3, we show
that if H2n´2
dR
pUq ­“ 0, then there is a strictly psh function in a neighborhood of BU. We
also solve the B-equation in X “ PnzU, for data in C8p0,1qpXq.
We also discuss Levi-flat domains in surfaces. If Z is a real algebraic hypersurface in
P2, (resp a real-analytic hypersurface with a point of strict pseudoconvexity), then there
is a strictly psh function in a neighborhood of Z.
Classification AMS 2010: Primary: 32Q28, 32U10; 32U40; 32W05; Secondary 37F75
Keywords: Levi-flat, B-equation, pseudo-concave sets, strictly plurisubharmonic func-
tions.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we discuss the pluri-potential theory on a smooth hypersurface Z in Pn.
This includes the question of existence of positive closed ( resp ddc-closed currents on
Z and also the question of the existence of a strictly plurisubharmonic function (psh)
in a neighborhood of Z. We will sometimes need a pseudo-convexity hypothesis on a
component of the complement. We also give some results in the case where Z is a closed
set satisfying some geometric assumptions.
Recall that a complex manifold of dimension n is strongly q-complete if it admits a
smooth exhaustion function ρ whose Levi form at each point has at least pn ´ q ` 1q
strictly positive eigenvalues. The main result in that theory is the following Theorem.
Theorem. (Andreotti-Grauert [1]). Let U be a strongly q-complete manifold. Then for
every coherent analytic sheaf S over U, HkpU,S q “ 0 for k ě q. In particular, Hn,kpU,Cq “
0 for k ě q.
Indeed, for a holomorphic bundle E, Hn,kpU,Eq “ HkpU,Λn,0U b Eq.
Our main result will use the above theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let U be a domain in Pn, n ě 3, with C 1 boundary. Assume U is strongly
pn ´ 2q-complete (i.e. it admits a smooth exhaustion function whose Levi form has at least
3 strictly positive eigenvalues at each point). Assume also that H2n´2
dR
pU,Cq ­“ 0. Then there
is a strictly psh function near the boundary of U.
As a consequence we get the following
Corollary1. 2. In Pn, n ě 3, there is no C 1 hypersurface Z such that the two components
U˘ of PnzZ are both strongly pn´2q-complete and one them, say U´, satisfiesH2
dR
pU´q “ 0.
Y.T. Siu has proved
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Theorem. (Siu [15, 16]) In Pn, n ě 3, there is no Levi-flat hypersurface Z. i.e both sides
are 1-complete (exhaustion with n strictly positive eigenvalues).
The meaning of Levi flat is that the Levi form of a defining function r for Z, is identi-
cally zero on the complex tangent space. Since the Levi problem has a positive solution
in Pn, this implies that both components U˘ are Stein and hence strongly 1-complete,
and in particular strongly pn´ 2q-complete for n ě 3.
We also study the solvability of the B-equation (resp. BB-equation) on a pseudoconcave
set X in the C8 category, i.e. we assume that PnzX is Stein. We use the Ho¨rmander
duality method (see [2] for example).
The existence of ddc-closed currents on Z, gives an obstruction to the resolution of the
B- equation in the smooth category , see Theorem 6.1.
In the last section we discuss the same problem in P2. So far it is not known if there
are smooth Levi-flat hypersurfaces in P2.
2. REAL HYPERSURFACES IN Pn
Let Z be a real hypersurface in Pn, n ě 2, of class C 1. Since Pn is simply connected,
PnzZ has two components U˘. Denote by ω a Ka¨hler form of mass one on Pn.
Proposition 2.1. If n “ 2, the form ω is d-exact either on a neighborhood of U´ or on a
neighborhood of U`.
If n ě 3,and H2n´2
dR
pU`,Cq ­“ 0. Then H2
dR
pU´q “ 0. In particular the form ω is d-exact,
in a neighborhood of U´.
Proof. Assume first n “ 2. If ω is not d-exact in a neighborhood of U`, there is a 2-cycle
σ` in U` which is non-trivial. Using that Z is C 1, we can retract σ`as a cycle in U`.
Similarly, we would get a nontrivial cycle σ´ in U´. But by Poincare´ duality, σ` „ c`ω
and σ´ „ c´ω, with c`, c´ non zero. Since σ
` and σ´ are disjoint, we get σ` ! σ´ “ 0,
and hence c`c´ “ 0, a contradiction.
If n ě 3 andH2n´2
dR
pU`,Cq ­“ 0. Then there is a 2n´2- cycle σ` in U`, with σ` „ ω2n´2.
If H2
dR
pU´q ­“ 0, we would construct as above a non-trivial 2-cycle in U´ and get a
contradiction as above. 
For a compact X in Pn, we will writeH2pXq “ 0, if there is an open neighborhood V Ą
X, such that the de Rham cohomology groupH2
dR
pV,Cq “ 0. Observe that we cannot have
ωn´1, d-exact near U` and ω, d-exact near U´. Otherwise, assuming that ωn´1 “ dpφ`q
near U` and ω “ dpϕ´q near U´, we will get that ω
n´1 ´ dpχ`φ`q and ω ´ dpχ´ϕ´q
would have disjoint support for appropriate cut-off functions χ˘, contradicting that the
cup-product should be non-zero.
Proposition 2.2. Assume that ω is d-exact in a neighborhood of U´.
(1) There is no closed current A of order zero and dimension 2p supported on U´, such
that tAu ­“ 0. Here t.u denotes the de Rham cohomology class.
(2) If T is a BB-closed current (non-closed) of bidegree p1, 1q supported on U´ and tT u ­“
0. Then there is a B-closed p2, 0q holomorphic form non-identically zero in U`.
Proof. Since ω “ dϕ, near U´, we have
xA, ωpy “ xA^ ωp´1, dϕy “ 0.
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Hence tAu “ 0.
It is also possible to define the cohomology class of a BB-closed current in a compact
Ka¨hler manifold. It suffices to use the BB- lemma, and Poincare´’s duality.
When T is a BB-closed current of bi-degree p1, 1q, it follows from basic Hodge theory,
see [7] that when tT u “ tωu, then
T “ ω ` Bσ ` Bσ,
where σ is a p0, 1q-current. Define
Tc :“ ω ` Bσ ` Bσ ` Bσ ` Bσ¯.
It is easy to check that dTc “ 0. If Bσ¯ “ 0 on U`, then Tc is closed and supported on
U´. Since tTcu “ tωu we get a contradiction. It follows that Bσ¯ is not identically zero
in U`. But BBσ¯ “ ´BT is supported on U´. Hence, BpBσ¯q “ 0 on U` and Bσ¯ is a p2, 0q-
holomorphic form. 
Corollary 2.3. Let Z be a C 1 hypersurface in Pn. There is no positive closed current of bi-
degree p1, 1q supported on Z.
Proof. If n “ 2, this follows from Proposition 2.2, since we can consider that Z bounds
U´, and that H2pU´q “ 0. Assume n ě 3. Let T a positive closed current of bidegree
p1, 1qsupported on Z. Fix a point p R Z and consider subspaces Lp of co-dimensionpn´ 2q
through p. For almost all Lp, Lp X Z is of class C
1, and the slice of T at Lp is a positive
closed current. Hence using the n “ 2 case, almost all slices vanish. This is true for all p
out of Z. It follows then, from slicing theory, that T “ 0. 
Remark 2.4. If T is a closed and flat current, supported on Z then slicing theory is valid.
We obtain that tT u “ 0. Indeed the class of a slice is the slice of the class.
Corollary 2.5. Let U´, be a domain in P2 with C 1boundary. Assume, H2
dR
pU´q “ 0. Then,
there is a neighborhood of U´, which is Kobayashi hyperbolic.
Proof. Otherwise, in an arbitrary neighborhood of U´, we will have a non-constant holo-
morphic image of C. This will permit to construct an Ahlfors current. In particular, we
will have a positive closed current of mass one on U´. Contradicting Proposition 2.2. 
3. STRICLY PSH FUNCTIONS NEAR A COMPACT X AND CURRENTS.
Let pM,ωq be a complex Hermitian manifold of dimension n. Let X ⋐M be a compact
set. We are interested in some general facts about the existence of strictly psh functions
near X. Strictly psh functions are the starting point in order to use Ho¨rmander’s L2
estimates, see for example J.J. Kohn [11]. In particular, they permit to prove regularity
at the boundary, for the B-equation.
Proposition 3.1. Let X ⋐ M be a compact set. There is a positive BB-closed current T
of bi-dimension p1, 1q supported on X iff there is no smooth strictly psh function u in a
neighborhood of X. Moreover, for any C 2 function r, vanishing on X, any such current T,
satisfies the following equations are satisfied:
T ^ Br “ 0, T ^ BBr “ 0.(3.1)
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Proof. The proof is essentially the same as in [14] Proposition 2.1. There, X “ BU and
U is smooth and pseudoconvex. Indeed pseudoconvexity is not needed.
If u is a C 2 psh function in a neighborhood of X and T is a positive current supported
on X, then
xT, iBBuy “ xiBBT, uy.
So if iBBT “ 0, we get that T “ 0, near every point where u is strictly psh. Hence if there
is a strictly psh function near X, then T “ 0.
We just show that any positive BB-closed current T of mass one supported onX satisfies
the above relations. The proof of the other assertions is identical to the one in [14] ,
mainly Hahn-Banach Theorem.
Since T is BB-closed then xT, iBBr2y “ 0. Expanding and using that T is positive and is
supported on tr “ 0u,we get: T ^ iBr ^ Br “ 0. Therefore, T ^ Br “ 0.
Let χ be a smooth non-negative function with compact support. Using that T ^Br “ 0,
we get that:
0 “ xT, iBBpχrqy “ xT, χiBBry.
Since χ is arbitrary, the measure, T ^ iBBr “ 0. 
Remark 3.2. If T is positive and BB-closed on M, then the calculus can be extended to
continuous psh functions near supportpT q [5]. In fact if a function u is continuous on
support T and is locally approximable, on support T, by continuous psh function, then
T ^ iBBu “ 0.
In particular, let U be a domain with boundary of class C 2 in Pn. According to [12], U
admits a bounded, strictly psh continuous exhaustion function u. Since BU is of class C 2.
For p P BU, u is approximableby by psh functions in a neighborhood of p. It follows that
for T positive of bi-dimension (1,1) BB-closed and supported on U,we have: T^iBBu “ 0.
Hence T is supported on BU.
Corollary 3.3. Let U ⋐M be a domain with smooth boundary. Ler r be a defining function
for BU . Let W Ă BU denote the set of points where the Levi-form is not positive or negative
definite. Assume every component of W is of 2-Hausdorff measure zero. Then, there is a
smooth strictly psh function u in a neighborhood of BU.
Proof. We can assume that U :“ tz P U1 : rpzq ă 0u , where U1 is a neighborhood of U.
We have that Br does not vanish on BU.
Assume there is no strictly psh function near BU . Let T be an extremal positive BB-
closed current, of mass1 supported on BU .
Recall that The Levi-form is defined on the complex tangent space of the boundary.
If xBrpzq, ty “ 0, then the Levi-form at the point z for the direction t, is given by:
xiBBrpzq, it^ t¯y.
From the equation T ^ iBBr “ 0, it follows that the current T is supported on W, and
since it is extremal it is supported on a component ofW. But as observed in [2], positive
BB-closed currents give no mass to sets of 2-Hausdorff measure zero. So T “ 0 and the
assertion follows. 
Remark 3.4. Let X be a compact set inM. Let E be a closed subset of X, of 2-Hausdorff
measure zero. Assume that for every point p P XzE there is a neighborhood Vp of p and
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a continuous psh function up in Vp peaking at p on X X Vp. Then there is a strictly psh
function in a neighborhood of X.
Indeed, one can construct a continuous psh function, vp in a neighborhood of X,
strictly psh at p and peaking at p. Using Remark 3.2, one shows that a ddc-closed current
T supported on X has no mass near p. As above, it follows that: T “ 0.
A similar argument gives the following. Let X be a real compact subvariety in M . If
the set E of points in X where there is a complex tangent is of 2-Hausdorff measure
zero, then there is a smooth strictly psh function u in a neighborhood of X. Indeed any
positive BB-closed current of bi-dimension p1, 1q, has to be supported on E.
Corollary 3.5. Let C be a compact connected real surface in M. There is a strictly psh
function near C iff C is not a complex curve.
Proof. It is clear that if C is a complex curve, there is no strictly psh function near C (by
maximum principle).
Recall that the support of a positive BB-closed currents, satisfies the local maximum
principle for local psh functions, [13] Theorem 3.2.
Asssume C is not a complex curve. Let T be a positive BB-closed current of bi-
dimension p1, 1q supported in C. Since C is a manifold, equations (3.1) permit to consider
T as a current on C. Let Ec denote the set of points in C where the tangent space is com-
plex. Since C is not a complex curve, then Ec admits boundary points in C. The current
T is of bidimension p1, 1q and is supported on E Ă Ec. Let p be a boundary point of E in
C. There are psh functions in a fixed neighborhood V of p with a unique peak point on
V near p. This contradicts the above local maximum principle. So there is no such T. 
4. CONSTRUCTING STRICTLY PSH FUNCTIONS
We give a stronger version of Theorem 1.1
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a compact set in Pn, n ě 3. Assume H2pXq “ 0. Assume that the
open set U` :“ PnzX is strongly pn ´ 2q-complete. Then there is a strictly psh function in a
neighborhood of X.
Proof. Let C8p0,1qpXq denote the space of smooth forms of bidegree p0, 1q on X. Here the
smoothness is in the Whitney sense with the usual C8-Fre´chet topology. The dual space
of C8p0,1qpXq is the space of currents R of bidegree pn, n´ 1q on P
n, supported on X.
Let E denote the closure in C8p0,1qpXq of tBuu, u P C
8pXq. We want to use the Hahn-
Banach Theorem, to show that ϕ0,1 is in E . Let R be a current, supported on X, vanishing
on the subspace E . We need to show that xR, π˚ϕ0,1y “ 0. The current R is supported
on X, and vanishes on the subspace E . Then BR “ 0 on Pn. Since Hn,n´1pPnq “ 0, there
is S of bidegree pn, n ´ 2q such that R “ BS. Moreover S is smooth on U`. Indeed, S
is constructed using canonical solutions of the Hodge Laplacean, which satisfy the same
regularity as the right hand side.
Here we are using the local regularity in Hodge theory.
The Andreotti-Grauert Theorem implies that on U`, since BS “ 0, there is a form B
such that S “ BB. Let V Ą X be an open neighborhood of X such that on V,
ω “ dϕ “ Bϕ0,1 ` Bϕ1,0, Bϕ0,1 “ 0.
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Let χ be a cutoff function with χ “ 1 in a neighborhood of U`zV and vanishing near X.
Then R “ BS “ BrS ´ BpχBqs. Observe that S1 :“ S ´ BpχBq is supported on V, where
Bϕ0,1 “ 0. Hence,
xR,ϕ0,1y “ xBS1, ϕ
0,1y “ ´xS1, Bϕ
0,1y “ 0.
It follows, by Hahn-Banach theorem, that ϕ0,1 P E .Hence, there is a family puǫq of smooth
functions such that Buǫ Ñ ϕ
0,1 in C8pXq. Then ω “ limǫÑ0 iBB
`
uǫ´u¯ǫ
i
˘
.
As a consequence, for ǫ ą 0 small enough and vǫ :“
uǫ´u¯ǫ
i
, iBBvǫ ě
1
2
ω on X. Hence, vǫ
is strictly psh near X. 
To get Theorem 1.1, we should take X “ U´.
Corollary 1.2 is also immediate. One of the component, say U´, satisfies H2pU´q “ 0.
Hence we construct a strictly psh function v near Z. There is a point z0 P Z where vpz0q “
maxZ v. Using that v is strictly psh, we can assume the maximum at z0 is strict. Hence
v ă vpz0q is a strictly pseudoconvex domain near z0. This prevents q-pseudoconvexity on
the side tv ą vpz0qu.
5. B EQUATION ON PSEUDO-CONCAVE SETS
Theorem 5.1. Let X be a compact set in Pn, n ě 3. Assume U` :“ PnzX is pseudoconvex
(hence Stein). Then, the following properties hold.
(i) Let β be a smooth p0, 1q-form on X such that Bβ “ 0 in C8p0,1qpXq. Then there is a
function v such that v P C8pXq and β “ Bv.
(ii) If H2pXq “ 0, then there is a strictly psh function near X.
Recall that on a pseudoconvex domain U in Pn, Takeuchi [18] and Elencwajg proved
that if δ denotes the distance to the boundary of U (with respect to the Fubini-Study
metric ω), there is a constant C such that near the boundary of U,
iBBp´ log δq ě Cω.
In particular, pseudoconvex domains are Stein. Indeed, the result is valid when U
is pseudoconvex in a compact Ka¨hler manifoldM, with positive holomorphic bisectional
curvature. Moreover the constantC depends only on the curvature. See [6], in particular,
inequality (39), and Greene- Wu [9].
We will use the following result which is a consequence of Serre’s duality and Ho¨rmander’s
estimates. One solves the B-equation with the weight eϕ, with ϕ psh instead of the clas-
sical e´ϕ, one need a vanishing of the forms on the boundary, See for example [2].
Theorem 5.2. Let U be a pseudoconvex domain in Pn. Let α P L2p,qpU, locq, q ă n, be a
B-closed form such that for a given s ą 0ż
|α|2
1
δs`2
dλ ă 8.
Then there exists u P L2p,q´1pU, locq such that
Bu “ α
and ż
|u|2
1
δs`2
dλ ď
1
C
ż
|α|2
1
δs`2
dλ.
Here dλ denotes the volume form associated to ω.
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Proof. We can consider that β is extended as a smooth p0, 1q-form in Pn and that Bβ
vanishes to infinite order on X. Let δ denote the Fubini-Study distance to X on U`. We
know that ϕ “ ´ log δ is psh. We use the above Ho¨rmander’s type result. For s ą 0, there
is an l ě 2 and a form ψ, such that Bψ “ Bβ on U`, with the following estimateż
|ψ|2
1
δs`l
dλ ď Cs
ż
|Bβ|2
1
δs`l
dλ ă 8.
We can choose s “ 2n` l. Hence for z P U`, and k ą 0 fixed,
|ψpzq|2
δkpzq
.
1
δ2n`kpzq
ż
Bpz,δpzqq
|ψ|2 `
1
δkpzq
sup
Bpz,δpzqq
|Bψ|
.
ż
|ψpzq|2
δ2n`kpzq
` opδq
.
ż
|Bβ|2
δ2n`l`kpzq
` opδq ď C
Hence, |ψpzq| “ Opδkq. Consequently, ψ vanishes on X to any given fixed order. If
extended by zero on X, it is in C kpPnq. We can now solve in Pn the equation
Bu “ β ´ ψ.
The restriction of u to X satisfies Bu “ β and is in C kpXq.
IfH2pXq “ 0, then ω “ Bϕ0,1`Bϕ0,1 near X, with Bϕ0,1 “ 0 near X.We solve Bu “ ϕ0,1
on X. Then ω “ BBu ` BBu¯ “ iBB
`
u´u¯
i
˘
. The function v :“ u´u¯
i
is strictly psh on X and
hence in a neighborhood of X. 
Remarks 5.3. 1. A similar result can be obtained for pp, qq-form with q ` 1 ă n.
2. Suppose U` has smooth boundary and is Stein and H2n´2pU`q ­“ 0. As we have
seen, there is a strictly psh function on a neighborhood of BU`. Then a theorem
of J.J. Kohn [11] asserts that one can solve the B-equation in the Sobolev spaces
HspU`q for s large enough. One can solve it also in C8.
3. The results are valid if we replace Pn, by a compact simply connected Ka¨hler
manifold M , of dimension n ě 3, with positive holomorphic bisectional curva-
ture, such that H0,1pMq “ 0, and H1,1pMq is one-dimensional.
4. To get a strictly psh function on a neighborhood of X, it is enough to assume the
existence of a 1-form ψ near X with Bψ0,1 ` Bψ1,0 ą 0 on X and Bψ0,1 “ 0 on X.
This is satisfied when H2pXq “ 0.
Observe however that the existence of such a 1-form ψ implies a geometric
condition on X. There is no closed current T of dimension 2, with tT u ­“ 0,
such that the component of bi-dimension p1, 1q, T1,1 is positive. Indeed, since T is
closed and Bψ0,1 “ 0 on X, it follows that BBpT1,1q “ 0.We then have
0 “ xT, dψy “ xT1,1, Bψ
0,1 ` Bψ1,0y.
This implies that T1,1 “ 0, and tT u “ 0.
6. THE CASE OF SURFACES.
Let U´ be a pseudoconvex domain in P2 with C 2-boundary. Let r be a defining function
for the boundary Z “ BU´. If for every z P Z,
xiBBrpzq, it^ t¯y “ 0 if xBrpzq, ty “ 0.
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then we say that the boundary is Levi flat.
It is not known if such domains exist, even if we assume that the boundary is real
analytic. However for arbitrary Ka¨hler surfaces M and for a Levi flat surface, there is a
positive current, BB-closed of mass 1 directed by the foliation on the boundary Z. It is
shown in [7] for P2 and in [3] in general, that when there is no positive closed current
of mass 1 directed by the foliation, then T is unic. This is the case in P2 as we have seen
and more generally for simply connected Ka¨hler surfaces. Indeed, we can assume that
U´ satisfies H2pU´q “ 0.
Theorem 6.1. LetX be a compact set in a compact Ka¨hler surfaceM , such thatH2pXq “ 0.
Assume X supports a positive BB-closed current T of mass 1. Then there is a real analytic
p0, 1q-form ϕ0,1, B-closed in a neighborhood of X and such that there is no function u in the
Sobolev space H1pMq, such that Bu “ ϕ0,1 on X.
Proof. SinceH2pXq “ 0, the current T is not closed and hence BT is non-zero. It is shown
in [7] that if T ě 0, BBT “ 0 and
ş
T ^ Ω “ 1 then T “ Ω` BS ` BS ` iBBu, with S, BS,
BS P L2 and u P Lp for all p ă 2. Here Ω is smooth and represents the class of T.
It follows that
BT “ ´BBS¯
is in the Sobolev space H´1pMq. If u P H1pMq, since BBT “ 0,
xBT, Buy “ 0.
On the other hand in a neighborhood of X, ω “ Bϕ0,1 ` Bϕ1,0, Bϕ0,1 “ 0. Hence
1 “ xT, ωy “ ´2RexBT, ϕ0,1y.
So xBT, ϕ0,1y ­“ 0. Hence we cannot have ϕ0,1 “ Bu on X, with u having an extension in
H1pMq. 
Remarks 6.2. 1. As established in section 3 and [14], a compact X in a complex
manifold M, carries a positive BB-closed current of mass 1 if and only if, there is
no smooth strictly psh function in a neighborhood of X
2. IfX “ BU´, with H2pU´q “ 0, then BT is of order zero and the same proof shows
there is no continuous function u on U´ such that Bu “ ϕ0,1.
Question. Suppose U is a smooth pseudoconvex domain in Pn, n ě 2. Assume H2pUq “ 0.
Is there a strictly psh function near the boundary?
There is an example of a compact Ka¨hler surfaceM, with a Stein domain U ĂM with
real analytic boundary, but all bounded psh functions in U are constant, [12] .
Theorem 6.3. Let M be a compact complex manifold of dimension n. Let Z be an irre-
ducible real-analytic set of real dimensionm. Suppose that there is in Z a germ of a complex
analytic set of dimension p ě 1. Define Ap :“ tz P Zu , with a germ of complex analytic set
of dimension ě p, through z. Then Ap is closed.
Proof. It is possible to cover Z with finitely many open sets pViq such that on Vi, the
equation of Z, is ρipz, zq “ 0. Here ρipz, zq a real-valued analytic function in z, z. We can
assume that the functions ρipz, wq are holomorphic in Vi ˆ V
1
i , where V
1
i is the image of
Vi by conjugation.
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Consider a germ of a complex analytic set L parametrized by a holomorphic map
u : Dp Ñ L. Then, the function ρipuptq, upsqq on D
2p vanishes when s “ t, where upsq :“
upsq. Since this function is holomorphic, its zero set is a complex analytic set. Hence,
it vanishes everywhere in D2p. Fixing an arbitrary s, we deduce that ρipz, upsqq “ 0 for
z P L.
Define L1 :“ tz P Vi,
Ş
s ρipz, upsqq “ 0u . Then L
1 is an extension of the germ L to an
analytic set in Vi, contained in Z. The size of the Vi’s is fixed. It follows easily that Ap is
closed. This is precisely the Segre argument see [4] and [8, Example 7] 
Theorem 6.4. Let M be a compact complex surface. Let U be a smooth domain with
connected real analytic boundary Z, and r a defining function for Z. Assume that Z admits
a point of strict pseudoconvexity. Then either there is a compact complex curve on the
boundary, or there is a strictly psh function near the boundary. In particular if Z Ă P2,
there is a strictly psh function in a neighborhood of Z.
Proof. Suppose there is no compact complex curve on the boundary. Let S be the union
of strictly pseudoconvex points and strictly pseudoconcave points on Z. Let W “ ZzS.
Since the defining function r is real analytic, then W is a real analytic set of dimension
ď 2. It admits a stratification by smooth manifolds. If there is a curve of real dimension
2 with complex tangents, then it is a complex curve. By the above theorem it has no
boundary and it is necessarily of finite area, since this is the case for W . Hence it is a
compact complex curve. Since this is not possible, then the set C with complex tangents
is at most of finite one dimensional Hausdorff measure.
On the other hand, if there is no strictly psh function near the boundary, there is a
positive BB-closed current T of bi-dimension p1, 1q of mass 1 supported on BU. Such a
current has no mass on the set of strictly pseudoconvex points, nor on the set of strictly
pseudoconcave points, as follows from equations (3.1). Hence it is supported on W.
Since T is of bi-dimensionp1, 1q it is supported on C. But such currents don’t give mass
to sets of 2-Hausdorff dimension zero. See [14] for more details on the geometry of such
currents. It follows that there is a strictly psh function near BU. 
Remarks. It is shown in [4]and [8, Example 7] that no Levi-flat hypersurface Z exists
in P2 if we assume it is smooth and real algebraic. Hence, there is a point of strict
pseudoconvexity. It follows that for smooth real algebraic surfaces in P2 there is a strictly
psh function in a neighborhood of Z.
Theorem 6.5. Let X be a compact set in a compact Ka¨hler surface M .
1. If X is (locally) pluripolar, then either there is a positive closed current T of mass
one supported on X, or there is a strictly psh function in a neighborhood of X.
2. If X is of measure zero, either there is a strictly psh function in a neighborhood of X
or a positive closed current T of mass one supported on X, or there is a (2,0)-form
A in L2p2,0qpMq of norm 1 and holomorphic in MzX.
Proof. Assume X is pluripolar. If there is no strictly psh function near X, then there is a
positive current T of mass 1, supported on X.
Moreover, as we have seen that, T “ Ω`BS`BS`iBBu, with S, BS, BS P L2 and u P Lp
for all p ă 2. Hence BT “ ´BBS¯. So BS¯ is holomorphic out ofX,which is pluripolar. Since
holomorphic functions in L2, extend holomorphically through pluripolar sets, it follows
that BBS¯ “ 0 inM . Hence T is closed.
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If we assume only that X is of measure zero, and there is no positive closed current
supported onX, then A “ BS¯ is a non-identically zero, holomorphic form inMzX, which
is in L2. 
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